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Over the next few months, Reflection town homes will begin
 CSI New Trash Company
transitioning over to a new -and hopefully better- trash service provider,
 Trash Placement Reminder
Con-Serv Industries (CSI). The preemptive change over in trash service
providers was brought on by ongoing complaints of missed pickups,
 Cash for Fridge
remaining items, and improper disposal methods. With a new company
 Approved Bulk Items
and contract, RHA hopes to alleviate these unmitigated problems.
 Holiday decoration reminder
Additionally, RHA received considerable feedback regarding the
‘bulkiness’ of the current 64 gallon trash bins, difficult to maneuver and
taking up home space. Therefore, RHA has discussed & selected a 32 gallon trash bin instead. Individual
residents can contact CSI directly to request a 64 gallon bin instead in exchange for their new & unused 32
gallon bin. Extra bins are possible for a fee. You do not have to use CSI’s provided bin, however, all waste
MUST be in some sort of bin in accordance with Fairfax County requirements. Trash bins MUST have a
cover! NO dumping of bags in the open! Recycling bins will remain at a 18 gallon size. Pickup dates and
times will remain exactly the same as they are now; Trash on Monday, Wednesday & Friday; Recycling on
Monday and Thursday, Bulk pickup on Monday, and Yard waste on Wednesday. Streets that sill utilized the
remaining trash corrals will have their bins replaced with the same number and size of bins at present.
Every measure is being taken to make this transition as smooth and easy as possible, however it is very
possible for delays or problems to occur, so we ask for both your patience during this process.

REMINDER: For those who have trash picked up individually (do not use corrals), ALL trash (to include
bulk, yard, and recycling) must be placed IN FRONT OF your own home. No waste is be placed on
community / public areas. Waste must be placed on YOUR property, or, if this is not possible, then on an
area immediately in front of it. AVOID leaving trash in public areas, to include sidewalks, if at all possible.

Acceptable BULK Item List (Mondays)

DOES NOT ACCEPT EVER



Mattresses



Construction Debris



Metals (Grills, bicycles, chairs, mowers)



Tires



Bed Frames



Carpet



Furniture, Couches (2-man carry)



Sinks



Lamps



Toilets



Televisions



Hot Tubs



Small Electronics (DVD players, computers)



Batteries



Ceiling fans



Armoires



Microwaves



Extremely large furniture



Appliances
(Dishwashers, dryers, washers, stoves,
refrigerators [must be officially tagged
“Freon free”])



Mulch / dirt



Paint



Gas, oil, fuel, pressurized cans

(Call 703-444-3181 to arrange special pickup)

Ca$h in on your old (but working) fridge!
Are you a Dominion Power customer? Do you have an old refrigerator (more
than 10 years / < 2007) that you want to sell, give, or throw away, but still works?
You can sell a working refrigerator between 10 and 32 cubic feet to Dominion
Power and get a $50 credit on your bill! Schedule an appointment with
Dominion’s appliance recycling contractor ARCA online or by calling 1-888-3668280. On the scheduled date, the contractor will remove the qualifying
refrigerator or freezer and recycle it—as well as properly dispose of any
hazardous materials.

REMINDER —— ALL HOLIDAY DECORATIONS SHOULD NOW BE
REMOVED

A

s a reminder—holiday decorations must now have been completely
removed from the exterior of all homes. Any remaining homes with
decorations (i.e. holiday lighting, decorative ornaments, etc.) will be
given an ACC violation notice.

